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We give a new stochastic approach to YangMills fields on vector bundles by
studying the derivative of the stochastic parallel transport in the vector bundle
under a variation of connection. We establish martingale criterions for variations
transversal to the gauge orbit and for YangMills fields using variations induced by
the flow of vector fields of gradient type on the base manifold. In dimension four
we link the local YangMills action to the quadratic variation of the derivative
process defined by scalings of the driving Brownian motion in a coordinate chart.
 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a smooth real-valued function f on Rd denote L( f )= (df, df ) dx
the Dirichlet integral. The EulerLagrange equations for this action
integral are d*df =2f =0. This equation has a well-known martingale
characterization: Denote [bt] a d-dimensional Brownian motion. Then
2f =0 if and only if [ f (bt)] is a martingale for every Brownian motion.
In this paper we will give a similar martingale characterization for Yang
Mills fields on a vector-bundle ’ over a compact Riemannain manifold M.
The vehicle for our characterization is the stochastic parallel transport in ’
and its derivative process under infinitesimal variations of the connection {.
We first show that a variation of connection that is transversal to the action
of the gauge group will lead to a derivative process which is a martingale.
In fact, Proposition 4.2 shows that this is an equivalence. Next, for varia-
tions of connection induced by the flow of vector fields of gradient type on
M we show that { is YangMills implies that the derivative process is a
martingale. This and its converse is the content of Theorem 4.4.
In a coordinate chart there is a natural choice for variations of the
stochastic parallel transport, namely those that come from scalings of the
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driving Brownian motion. Proposition 5.2 shows that using this and con-
venient coordinates one can write the stochastic parallel transport as an
‘‘integral of the curvature over the stochastic area.’’ Theorem 5.3 establishes
the equivalence of the expectation of the quadratic variation of the
derivative process and the YangMills action in the coordinate chart if the
dimension is four. As the proof of Theorem 5.3 shows this restriction in
dimension is not accidental. It is the belief of the author that it is a facet
of the fact that for YangMills theory dimension four is critical. Finally, for
the case M=R4, Corollary 5.4 gives an energy identity.
In light of our introductory example the results here obtained can be
viewed as a small step in the direction of a probabilistic approach to
the potential theory of YangMills fields. In this context Accardi et al.
established in [1] that the (ordinary) parallel transport associated to a
YangMills connection, viewed as a functional on piecewise smooth paths,
is harmonic for the Le vyLaplacian. For the potential theory of the Le vy
Laplacian see also [2].
In another direction S. Stafford gave in [17] a probabilistic characteriza-
tion of YangMills fields in terms of the rate of convergence of the
stochastic parallel transport, around small ‘‘Brownian loops,’’ to the iden-
tity. He showed that the main contribution comes from the YangMills
current. One can use Proposition 5.2 to expand the stochastic parallel
transport around such loops and through careful estimation rederive
Stafford’s criterion [3].
In Section 2 we introduce the differential geometric objects we will work
with. Good references for this material are [16, 12, and 7]. Section 3 estab-
lishes some probabilistic prerequisites. For more background on these
topics we suggest [9, 11, and 14].
2. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES
The differential objects we will be working with are a compact and oriented
Riemannian manifold M with metric tensor g( } , } ), a vector bundle ’ over
M with fiber ’x$Rn and compact structure group G. Denote the Lie
algebra of G by g and the adjoint and automorphism bundles by Ad ’ and
Aut ’, respectively. Assume also ’ has a metric compatible with the action
of G and an inclusion G/SO(n). Given any vector bundle ! over M we
denote by 0 p(!)#1( p T*M!) the space of exterior differential
p-forms with values in !.
To do calculations we will frequently assume that M=U is a coordinate
chart and a local choice of gauge \ : ’ | U$U_Rn has been made. Then
all bundles considered become cross products, \ : Aut ’ | U$U_G and
\ : Ad ’ | U$U_g.
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The gauge group is G=C(Aut ’), which in the trivial bundle case is
G$C(U, G). The choice of \ introduces a flat covariant derivative given
by d=(x1, ..., xd). Any covariant derivative (or connection) { is then
given by {=d+A=[xi+Ai], where Ai (x) # g. One can think of A as
a Lie algebra valued 1-form, or locally A : U  Rd  g. Conversely, given
any two connections A={&{$ is an element of 01(Ad ’). Consequently,
the space C’ of connections on ’ is an affine space with 01(Ad ’) as the
vector group of translations. If we fix { in C’ , then there is a natural iden-
tification
T{(C’)$01(Ad ’).
Gauge changes s : U  G act on {=d+A by
s&1 b { b s=d+s&1ds+s&1As=d+A .
This means A and A =s&1ds+s&1As represent the covariant derivative in
different coordinates (or gauges).
For each connection { on a vector bundle ! there are operators
d { : 0 p(!)  0 p+1(!), p0, defined by
d {(:_)=d:_+(&1) p :{_
for a real-valued differential p-form : and a section _ of !. This extends to
general  # 0 p(!) by linearity. Note that d {={ on 00(!).
Suppose now that ! is furnished with an inner product preserved by {.
Using the Riemannian metric we can define an inner product ( , ) in
0p(!)x= p T*xM!x . Integrating this over M with respect to the
Riemannian volume gives an inner product in 0 p(!). We then define
${ : 0 p+1(!)  0 p(!), p0, to be the formal adjoint of the operator d {.
For B # 01(!) in a coordinate chart U, B=Bi dxi and
${B=&g jk({jBk&1 ijkBi), (2.1)
where (1 ijk) are the Christoffel symbols of the Riemannian connection on
TM. Similar formulas exist for p>1.
The curvature or field F=F({) of a connection is defined by F=d { b d {.
It is a zeroth order operator and hence is a section of 02(Ad ’). Locally in
the trivial bundle Ad ’$U_g, we have F : U  Rd 7 Rd  g is a Lie
algebra valued two-form, F=[Fij]=[[{i , {j]].
Fij=x iAj&x jAi+[Ai , Aj] # g. (2.2)
Under a gauge transformation s # G the curvature transforms by
F  s&1Fs.
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The YangMills equations are the EulerLagrange equations for the
action integral
&F&2=
1
8?2 |M (F)
2 d+M=
1
8?2 |U g
ikg jl (Fij , Fkl ) g dx.
Here the second integral is in local coordinates, g2 the determinant of the
metric tensor (gij), (gij) the inverse matrix of (g ij) and (A, B) =tr AB* is
the trace inner product in g.
The YangMills equations, or the EulerLagrange equations for the
integral &F&2, are ${F=0. In coordinates on U this means explicitly,
(${F )k=&g ij \ xi Fjk+[Ai , Fjk]&1 lijFlk&1 likFjl+=0,
We say { is a YangMills connection and F=F({) is a YangMills field if
${F=0. If s lies in the gauge group G, then &s&1Fs&2=&F&2. Therefore the
solutions of ${F=0, as either YangMills connections or YangMills
fields, are an invariant space under gauge transformation.
3. PROBABILISTIC PRELIMINARIES
Let (W, F, (Ft)t0 , P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the
usual conditions and let b=[b(t), t0] be a Brownian motion on this
probability space taking values in Rd with P(b(0)=0)=1. In this paper we
will denote Stratonovich differentials by  and Ito^ differentials by d.
In a coordinate chart U the stochastic parallel transport v=[v(t), t0]
in ’ is defined by a system of stochastic differential equations (in the sense
of Stratonovich)
dxi(t)=u ij (t) b
j(t),
du ik(t)= &1
i
lm(x(t)) u
m
k (t) u
l
j (t) b
j(t), (3.1)
dv:;(t)=&A
:
i#(x(t)) v
#
;(t) u
i
j (t) b
j(t),
with the initial conditions x(0)=x0 , u(0)=idRd , and v(0)=idRn . In (3.1),
(A:i;) is the matrix representation of Ai # g. A global solution is obtained by
patching the solutions in the coordinate charts together. The process
x=[x(t), t0] thus obtained is called an M-valued Brownian motion and
u=[u(t), t0] its horizontal lift into the frame bundle of M. For details
on this setup and existence and uniqueness results for the system (3.1) see,
e.g., [9, 14, and 11]. It will be convenient to write (3.1) as
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dx(t)=u(t) b(t),
du(t)=&1(x(t))(x(t)) u(t), (3.2)
dv(t)=&A(x(t))(x(t)) v(t).
Since we wish to consider the variation of v under variations of the con-
nection A, we need stability results for solutions of stochastic differential
equations. Such results have been obtained by K. Bichteler in [4].
In the notation of [5], suppose W is an m-dimensional Brownian
motion, a(x, u) is an N_m-matrix and b(x, u) an N-vector, both depending
on x # RN and a real parameter u (actually, u may be vector-valued but we
will not need this). We now quote from [5].
Theorem 3.1. Suppose a(x, u), b(x, u) and x(u) have bounded continuous
derivatives up to order two. Then X(u) is differentiable and the derivative
solves the equation obtained by formal derivation of
Xt(u)=x(u)+|
t
0
a(X(u), u) dW+|
t
0
b(X(u), u) ds (3.3)
so that
DXt(u)=Dx(u)+|
t
0
au(X(u), u) dW+|
t
0
bu(X(u), u) ds
+|
t
0
ax(X(u), u) DX(u) dW+|
t
0
bx(X(u), u) DX(u) ds.
(3.4)
Remark 3.1. It is easy to see that if we replace all Ito^ differentials dW
in (3.3) by Stratonovich differentials W, then (3.4) holds after the same
replacement of differentials. Since one derivative is lost when converting the
Stratonovich integrals into Ito^ integrals, we then have to assume that
a(x, u) has three continuous derivatives. The vectorfields we will be work-
ing with are smooth so that this causes no problem.
4. VARIATION OF CONNECTION
The exponential map exp : g  G induces a map Exp : 00(Ad ’) 
00(Aut ’)=G. Given an element _ # 00(Ad ’), consider the corresponding
curve st=Exp(t_) in G. Then
ddt(s&1t dst+s
&1
t Ast)=s
&1
t ({ } s* t&s* t{).
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Hence, ddt {st | t=0=[{, _]={(_)=d {(_), where { now acts in the
adjoint representation. This means that the tangent space to the orbit of
the gauge group at {, considered as a subspace of 01(Ad ’)$T{ C’ , is
exactly the image, d {(00(Ad ’)). Hence, the infinitesimal variations of con-
nection in these directions are infinitesimal variations through gauge equiv-
alent connections. A transversal subspace to im(d {) in 01(Ad ’) is given
naturally by ker(${). These infinitesimal variations slice across orbits.
Following [7, (2.16)] we define
Definition 4.1. The subspace ker(${)/01(Ad ’)$T{C’ is called the
space of infinitesimal deformations of the connection {.
Note that ker(${) can be thought of as the tangent space of C’ G
at [{].
For a variation of connection A(x)+sB(x), where B # 01(Ad ’), we
denote by (x(t), u(t), vs(t)) the solution to the system (3.2) with the last
equation replaced by
dvs(t)=&(A(x(t))+sB(x(t)))(x(t)) vs(t). (4.1)
Proposition 4.2. A variation of connection A+sB is an infinitesimal
deformation if and only if, for every M-valued Brownian motion, the process
v&1s | s=0vs is a martingale.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1
d \ s vs(t)+=&(A+sB)(x(t))(x(t))

s
vs(t)&B(x(t))(x(t)) vs(t).
Hence,
d \vs(t)&1 s vs(t)+=vs(t)&1

s
vs(t)+vs(t)&1  \ s vs(t)+
=&vs(t)&1 B(x(t))(x(t)) vs(t). (4.2)
We evaluate at s=0 and write the right-hand side in Ito^-form (suppressing t),
&v&1B(x)(x) v
=&v&1B(x)(dx) v& 12d(v
&1B(x) v) } dx& 12v
&1B(x) v du } db, (4.3)
where dx=u db and dx } dy denotes the differential of the quadratic covari-
ation of x and y. The last line in (4.3) contains the two drift terms coming
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from d(v&1B(x)(u .) v) } db. From the defining equation for v we find that
the first drift term is
&
1
2
v&1 \ xi Bj (x)+[Ai (x), B j (x)]+ v dxi } dx j,
and from the equation for u we find the second drift term to be
1
2v
&1Bi (x) 1 ilm(x) u
m
k u
l
jv db
j } dbk.
Since dxi } dx j= gij (x) dt, db j } dbk=$ jk dt, and k umk u
l
k= g
ml (x), it follows
from (2.1) that
v&1B(x)(x) v=v&1B(x)(dx) v+ 12v
&1${B(x) v dt. (4.4)
Assume now that A+sB is an infinitesimal deformation, i.e., ${B=0.
Then, by (4.4),
v(t)&1

s } s=0 vs(t)=&|
t
0
v(r)&1 B(x(r))(u(r) db(r)) v(r),
which is a martingale.
Assume conversely that v&1s | s=0 vs is a martingale. Then, again by
(4.4),
|
t
0
v&1${B(x) v dr=0, for all t.
Differentiating at t=0 and using that v is invertible we get ${B(x0)=0.
Since x0 was arbitrary, ${B=0. K
Let X : M  TM be a vectorfield on M and denote [,s , s # (&=, =)] its
flow. Following [7, Section 7] we define,
Definition 4.3. A vectorfield X is said to be of gradient type if the dual
1-form |( } ) = g(X, } ) is closed.
Remark 4.1. Let f : M  R. Then the vectorfield grad f is of gradient
type.
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We now will consider the variation of connection that comes from the
action of the flow ,s on M. Denote (x(t), u(t), vs(t)) the solution to the
system (3.2) with the last equation replaced by
dvs(t)=&A(,s(x(t)))(,s(x(t))) vs(t).
For convenience we write ,s(x(t))=xs(t). Then (xs(t))=,$s(x(t)) x(t).
We are interested in the vertical component of the s-derivative,
{
ds
=

s
+A(xs(t))  s xs(t) ,
of vs(t).
Theorem 4.4. { is a YangMills connection if and only if, for every
tangent vector field X on M of gradient type and every M-valued Brownian
motion, the process v&1{ds | s=0 vs is a martingale.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1
d \ s vs(t)+=&A(xs(t))(xs(t)) vs(t)&

s
(A(xs(t))(xs(t)) ) vs(t).
Furthermore,
d(A(xs(t))  s xs(t) vs(t))
= \A(xs(t))  s xs(t)+ vs(t)
&A(xs(t))  s xs(t) A(xs(t))(xs(t)) vs(t).
Suppressing t and the x dependency of A, it follows that
d \v&1s {ds vs+=v&1s
{
ds
cs+v&1s  \{ds vs+
=v&1s \ \A  s xs+&

s
(A(xs) )
+_A(xs) , A  s xs&+ vs . (4.5)
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At s=0, xi (s ,s(x))=s(xi ,s(x)). This observation together
with (2.2) implies
d \v&1 {ds } s=0 vs+=v&1F(x)(x, X(x)) v. (4.6)
We write this in Ito^ form. Just as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 the drift
term is
1
2v
&1${(F(x)( } , X(x)) ) v dt,
where &F( } , X) is the one-form iXF. For X of gradient type it follows
from the proof of [7, Lemma 7.3] that
${(F( } , X) )=(${F )(X) . (4.7)
Assume now that F is a YangMills field, i.e., ${F=0. Then by (4.7)
the drift term vanishes for every vector field of gradient type and
v&1{ds | s=0 vs is a martingale.
Conversely, if v&1{ds | s=0 vs is a martingale, then
|
t
0
v&1(${F)(X(x)) v dr=0,
for all t. Differentiating at zero we obtain (${F )(X(x)) =0. By the
Poincare lemma we can choose X(x)=xi. Since i and x are arbitrary,
the result now follows. K
Remark 4.2. Note that in Proposition 4.2 we also calculated v&1{ds vs .
Indeed, in that case the horizontal variation was zero, s={ds. It then
follows from (4.6) and (4.2) that the infinitesimal variation of { coming from
the flow ,s of an arbitrary vector field X on M is given by s | s=0 (,s*{)=
&iX F # 01(Ad ’), see [7, (2.34)].
5. YANGMILLS ACTION AND SEMIMARTINGALE
QUADRATIC VARIATION
In this section we will compare the YangMills action in the neighborhood
of a point with the quadratic variation of the semimartingale v&1{ds | s=0 vs .
For our result we require a self-dual YangMills field.
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To state the self-dual YangMills equations we need the Hodge
V-operator. For any dimension d, let : # 4 pT*M. Then V: is the unique
(d& p)-form such that for all p-forms ;
(:, ;) d+M=;7 V:,
where ( } , } ) is the metric on 4 pT*M. For a vector bundle ! this defini-
tion trivially extends to 0 p(!). Now, let M be a four-manifold. Then
V : 02(!)  02(!) and VV=id. So 02(!) decomposes into the \1 eigen-
spaces 02, +, 02, & of V. We call the elements of 02, + self-dual and those
of 02, & anti self-dual. The curvature F is a section of 02(Ad ’) over the
4-manifold M. In a coordinate chart U we find explicitly
(VF ) ij= 12=(k, l, i, j) gF
kl, (5.1)
with F kl= gkmFmn gnl and =(k, l, i, j)=+1&1 for (k, l, i, j) an evenodd
permutation of (1, 2, 3, 4), and zero otherwise. If F is self-dual, i.e., VF=F,
then F satisfies the YangMills equations. This follows because any cur-
vature-form satisfies the Bianchi identity, d {F=0, and the formula
${=&Vd {V, see [12].
Let X be a vectorfield on M. As before, X defines a variation of con-
nection and hence a variation of the stochastic parallel transport. The
derivative process is the semimartingale given in (4.6),
S(t)#v&1(t)
{
ds } s=0 vs(t)=|
t
0
v&1(r) F(x(r))(x(r), X(x(r))) v(r).
The quadratic variation of S is
|
t
0
dS } dS=|
t
0
tr((v&1iXFv)(v&1iXFv)*) dx } dx
=|
t
0
tr(iXFiX F*) dx } dx. (5.2)
In a coordinate chart U, dxi (r) } dx j(r)= g ij (x(r)) dr, so that this last
expression is
|
t
0
(iXF, iXF) dr,
where ( } , } ) is the metric on 01(Ad ’) induced by g( } , } ) and the trace
inner product metric on g.
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Lemma 5.1. Let M be a four-manifold. If VF=F, then we have the
pointwise equality
(iX F, iX F)= 14 (F, F) &X&
2.
Proof. In a coordinate chart U
(iX F, iX F)=(Fij , Fkl) gikX jX l
=(Fij , Fkl) gikg jmgmnX nX l
=(F km, Fkl) gmnX nX l. (5.3)
Since VF=F, it follows from (5.1) that
Fij= 12=(k, l, i, j) F
klg=F klg,
where (kl ) in the second equation is chosen so that =(k, l, i, j)=1. Using
this we now study the expression (F km, Fkl) .
First, let l{m and consider
g(F km, Fkl)= :
4
k=1
(Fij , Fkl) , (5.4)
where for each k in the sum we have chosen (ij) such that
=(k, m, i, j)=1. (5.5)
Notice that there can only be two nonzero summands, since k{l and
k{m for a nonzero contribution. Let (np) be such that
=(l, m, n, p)=1. (5.6)
Then the summands in (5.4) could only be nonzero for k=n and k= p.
Now, for k=n we need =(n, m, i, j)=1 by (5.5) and hence, i= p, j=l by
(5.6). Similarly, for k= p we get i=l, j=n. This gives
g(F km, Fkl)=(Fpl , Fnl)+(Fln , Fpl)
=(Fpl , Fnl)&(Fpl , Fnl) =0,
where the second equality uses F ln=&Fnl and the fact that for skewsym-
metric A, B
tr AB*=&tr AB=&tr BA=tr BA*.
Next, let l=m, so gF km=Fij with =(k, m, i, j)=1. By simple inspection
(F k1, Fk1) =(F k2, Fk2)=(F k3, Fk3) =(F k4, Fk4).
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Hence,
(F km, Fkl) gmnX nX l=(F k1, Fk1) gmnX mX n
= 14 (F
kl, Fkl) gmnX mX n
= 14 (F, F) &X&
2. K
Let [xi] be a geodesic coordinate system on U, i.e., the radial lines
through the origin are geodesics. We choose a gauge for ’ |U by fixing a
fiber over the origin and identifying nearby fibers in a geodesic ball by
setting A(#(t))(#$(t)) =0 along all geodesics emanating from the origin.
Since we work with a geodesic coordinate system on U this means that
xiAi (x)=0 and A(0)=0. We say the connection 1-form A is in radial
gauge.
Denote (x(t), u(t), vs(t)) the solution to the system (3.2) with the last
equation replaced by
dvs(t)=&A(sx(t))((sx(t))) vs(t),
where s # [0, 1]. To make this well defined we have to stay within U, so
0t{, where {=inf[t : x(t) # U c] and x(0)=0 # U. This corresponds to
a variation of connection that comes from the flow ,s(x)=sx defined on U.
Then
{
ds
=

s
+A(sx)(x) =

s
,
since A is in radial gauge. It follows from (4.5) that
d \v &1s s vs+=v &1s F(sx)(s x, x) vs .
Integrating over t and s we get
Proposition 5.2. If the connection 1-form A is in radial gauge, the
stochastic parallel transport solves the integral equation
v(t)=v1(t)=|
1
0
vs(t) |
t
0
v&1s (r) F(sx(r))(s x(r), x(r)) vs(r) ds. (5.7)
Equations related to (5.7) have appeared many times in the literature,
e.g., [13, 6, 8, 10]. Because of this identity it is natural to take a closer look
at the semimartingale S associated to the vectorfield for the flow ,s .
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Denote
&F&2U=
1
8?2 | U (F, F) d+M
the contribution from U to the YangMills action, and set &S({)&2=
E[{0 dS } dS].
We now have
Theorem 5.3. Let M be a four-manifold, ’ a vector bundle over M with
self-dual curvature F, and U/M a chart so that the Green function for 2 |U
exists. Then there is a c>0 so that
1
c
&S({)&2&F&2Uc &S({)&
2.
Proof. Denote G(x, y) the Green function on U. By Lemma 5.1 and
Fubini’s theorem
&S({)&2= 14 E _|
{
0
(F(x(t)), F(x(t))) &x(t)&2 dt&
= 14 |

0
E[t<{; (F(x(t)), F(x(t))) &x(t)&2] dt
= 14 |
U
G(0, x)(F(x), F(x)) &x&2 g dx. (5.8)
Since 2 is uniformly elliptic on U it follows from [15, Chapter 4, Theorem 2.8]
that there exists c>0 such that
1
c
1
&x&2
G(0, x)c
1
&x&2
. K
Corollary 5.4. Let M=R4. If ’ is a vector bundle over R4 with self-dual
curvature F, then S is a martingale and
&S()&2=&F&2.
Proof. First, S is a martingale because X(x)=x is of gradient type:
X(x)=grad( 12  (x
i)2). Second, just as in the proof of Theorem 5.3,
&S()&2=
1
4 |R4 |

0
(F(x), F(x)) &x&2 (2?t)&2 exp(&&x&22t) dt dx
=
1
8?2 |R4 (F(x), F(x)) dx=&F&
2. K
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Remark 5.1. Note that we used d=4 two times in Theorem 5.3 and in
Corollary 5.4. First, for the self-duality of F which was needed in the proof
of Lemma 5.1. Second, since the Green function behaves as &x&2&d (for
d>2) we needed d=4 to cancel the &x&2-term in the integral in (5.8).
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